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Imran Khan Falls Off Forklift, Injures Opposition Paralyses Parliament 
Head Again, Seeks PM's Resignation 
With just three days left for the elections, New Delhi: With a series of scams 
Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf chairmanImran battering the government, Parliament was 
Khan was wounded in his head after falling paralysed again today as an aggressive 
off a forklift that was taking him on to a Opposition demanded the resignation of 
stage at an election rally in Lahore on Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and 
Tuesday. Three of his guards, too, were Union ministers P K Bansal and Ashwani 

Kumar.Meeting in the backdrop of 
Congress rejecting the demand for 
resignation of the Railway Minister and the 
Law Minister,Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha 
saw two adjournments before lunch break.
Parliament has not been able to function 
since the second phase of the Budget 
session started on April 22.Disorder was 
the order of the day as the two Houses 
assembled at 11 am after a weekend break 

injured in the mishap. Khan got 16 stitches 
on the back of his head. Khan, 61, fell from 
the forklift along with his security guards 
from a height of around 15 ft after losing 
balance as the lift was about to reach the 
top of the stage. "He first fell on to the roof 
of the lifter, and then to the ground. His 
head was hit by an iron rod on the roof," 
said the driver of the forklift. The rally was 
near Ghalib Market in Lahore's Gulberg 
neighbourhood.Khan was first taken to the 
city's government-run Jinnah hospital but 
later shifted to the hospital that the during which Bansal came under a cloud 
cricketer-turned-politician had got built in after the arrest of his nephew by CBI on 
his mother's memory. Asad Umer, a bribery charges in connection with a plum 
prominent PTI leader, said Khan's posting in Railways.The twin issues of coal 
condition was stable. His arch political scam and allegations of bribery in 
rivals, PML-N's chief Nawaz Sharif and his connection with senior-level postings in 
b ro the r  Shahbaz  Shar i f  i ssued  the Railways took prominence as BJP and 
sympathetic statements praying for his Left members stormed into the Well in Lok 
swift recovery. His former wife Jemima Sabha and BJP in Rajya Sabha.The 
Khan tweeted that "he is in hospital and protests were more marked as the 
conscious now".Fakhruddin G Ibrahim, proceedings were held close on the heels 
the chief election commissioner, of the CBI Director admitting before the
Muttahida Qaumi Movement chief Altaf Supreme Court that certain changes were 
Hussain and leaders of other parties also made in the coalgate draft report on 
expressed their grief over the incident and suggestions given by Kumar and officials 
prayed for Khan's early recovery. of the PMO.

Tete-A-TeteTete-A-Tete
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PPP Launches Scathing Attack 
On Nawaz
LAHORE: The Pakistan Peoples Party 
(PPP) launched on Monday  a scathing 
attack on Pakistan Muslim League  - 
Nawaz (PML-N)  leaders  Mian 
Muhammad Nawaz Sharif and Mian 
Muhammad Shahbaz Sharif accusing 
them of involvement in money 
laundering and transfer of illegal money 
to Saudi Arabia and London.Former 
interior minister Rehman Malik made 
the allegations at a press conference in 
the Sharifs’ stronghold of Lahore on Monday. Malik waved documents 
before a packed news conference claiming that he possessed 
documentary evidence to prove that the Sharif brothers were engaged 
in money laundering in money laundering.

Justin Bieber Fan Disrupts Dubai 
Concert
DUBAI: A fan jumped on stage at a 
Justin Bieber concert in Dubai, sparking 
a scramble as guards tackled the youth 
and toppled a piano over in the process, 
video footage showed on Monday.The 
YouTube video shows a boy dressed in 
shorts and white shirt running across the 
stage and approaching the Canadian 
pop star as he performed on the piano.A 
security guard quickly pounced, flung 
him away from Bieber and knocked the 
piano partly off stage, as thousands of screaming fans looked on.The 
footage shows the boy then being whisked away by two guards and 
Bieber skipping away to safety on a side of the stage as the music 
continues to play.

City Turns Into Battlefield: 3 Killed
DHAKA: At least three people were 
killed and over a hundred injured in 
massive clashes and anarchic activities 
in downtown Dhaka as thousands of 
Hefazat activists hemmed in the capital 
and staged an anti-government rally 
Sunday to press home their demands.
Two of the deceased were identified as 
Siddiqur Rahman, 28, a bus helper, and 
Nahid, 22. The identity of another dead, 
aged about 40, could not be known 
immediately.Witnesses said Hefazat-e-
Islam activists got locked in sporadic clashes with law-enforcers and 
launched arson attacks, turning Gulistan, Paltan and Bijoynagar areas 
into battlegrounds.At least 68 vehicles and some establishments, 
including two police boxes and a DC traffic office.

CAQ Leader Showing His True 
Pequiste Colours: Liberal MNA
CAQ leader Francois Legault is showing 
his true Pequiste colours on the 
l anguage  i ssue ,  acco rd ing  to  
LaFonta ine L ibera l  MNA Marc  
Tanguay.The PQ minority government 
has been courting the support of the 
CAQ, which it needs to pass Bill 14, 
legislation which would further restrict 
English in Quebec.The provincial 
Liberals, alone amongst the parties in 
their categorical rejection of Bill 14, are 
accusing the CAQ of playing into the hands of the Parti 
Quebecois.Earlier this week, the CAQ announced that it could support 
the bill, a decision Tanguay said predicted would, “divide Quebec into 
two groups: francophones and anglophones.”

Quebec Announces $15 Million 
For Palliative Care
Most of new funding will help care for 
terminally ill people at home he Parti 
Québécois government is injecting $15 
million dollars to improve access to 
palliative care in the province.Premier 
Pauline Marois made the surprise 
announcement on Sunday in Montreal, 
as she gave her opening address at an 
international congress for hundreds of 
palliative care experts from around the 
French-speaking world.More than 300 
people attended the second annual congress.Quebec Minister for 
Social Services Veronique Hivon said the new funding will help answer 
the needs of people who are sick and suffering, as well as their families.
Out of the funding, $4 million will go towards creating.

3 Killed.50 Injured As Blast Hits 
JUI-F Rally In Kurram
KURRAM AGENCY: At least three 
people were killed and 50 others injured 
including a Jamaiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl 
candidate as a blast struck an election 
rally in Mid Kurram area in northwest 
Pakistan, Geo News reported.
According to reports, the blast took 
place at the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam rally 
jointly organized by party's candidates 
from NA-37 and NA-38 Haji Munir Khan 
Orakzai and Ainuddin Shakir at a local 
seminary in Sawak area of Kurram Agency. Ainuddin Shakir was 
injured in the attack.A JUI-F spokesman confirmed that over 50 people 
were injured in the blast. Geo News correspondent said that the injured 
were being shifted to Agency Headquarter Hospital Parachinar.
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IN-SYNC
Fashion Week: Fashion Gets Biz-Savvy Changes Were Made In Coal Scam Did You Know?: Imran Khan Kurta Lands 
With content being the core strength of any Report, CBI Tells Supreme Court Friends Restaurant Discount!
fashion week in the world, Pakistan Fashion The CBI Director today admitted before the True love for the Great Khan is being 
Design Council established the PFDC Sunsilk Supreme Court that certain changes were witnessed in every nook & corner of Pakistan
Fashion Week (PSFW) as a powerful platform made in the coalgate draft report on The excitement surrounding elections has 
for fashion designers in the country. An suggestions given by Union Law Minister reached fever pitch! When Waqar and Hina 
unprecedented lineup — integrating possibly Ashwani Kumar, Attorney General G E Malik asked for the bill at a popular desi food 
the best names from Karachi and Lahore — Vanahvati and the officials of PMO and Coal restaurant at Port Grand on Sunday evening, 
was selected and presented to a contingent of Ministry.In its nine-page affidavit, CBI chief they were pleasantly surprised to have 10% 
foreign buyers, retailers, journalists and Ranjit Sinha gave details of the meetings knocked off the bill — all thanks to the MK 

which took place between the officials of the 
probe agency, the Law Minister, AG, then 
Additional Solicitor General Harin Raval and 
officials of PMO and Coal Ministry.The 
submission made by Sinha contradicts the 
stand taken by the Law Minister and AG, who 
had refuted the allegation that they had 
suggested changes in the draft report.The 
affidavit said the changes made in the draft 
report on the suggestion of the Law Minister 
and Vanahvati have 'neither altered the report 
nor shifted the focus of inquiries in any 
manner.'Sinha also said that 'no names of 
suspects or accused were removed from the 
status report and also that no suspect or 
accused was let off in the process."Majority of 
these changes were done by my officers in 

fashion consultants. ‘The Business of 
Fashion’ was chanted as the PSFW mission 

Nation Imran Khan kurta Waqar was wearing.
statement and indeed, it was a fine balance 

“Twelve of us had gone to Ghaffar after the 
between sharp design and business 

Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) car rally for 
generation that broke through as the value of 

NA-250,” says Hina, a 25-year-old housewife. 
the event.The powerhouses Designers who 

“The manager saw my husband’s kurta and 
showed strong design innovation combined 

was eager to know where we got it from. He 
with a growth plan for their brand impressed 

kept asking about it so my husband gave him 
the most. Topping that list would be Sana 

his number and said we would let him know 
Safinaz, who tepped into fashion twenty years 

where we got it from. When the bill came, we 
ago and have upped the ante with the first 

saw that we had been given a discount!”
high-end lifestyle store. Their show provided 

When asked, Hina says the manager 
a teaser into the merchandise that is now 

informed them the 10% discount had been 
available.“Sana Safinaz need no marketing 

given especially because her husband had 
because they already have great recognition 

been wearing the Imran Khan kurta.“Even at 
in India and sell very well,” shared Mini Bindra 

the rally, everyone loved our kurtas,” she said, 
who owns the PFDC Boulevard in Delhi and 

adding that she had also painted her nails 
planned on buying a capsule of the fashion order to refine the report either on their own or according to the PTI flag colours. “I am voting 
week collection. “Women love their fusion but in consultation with the ASG (Raval) and his for PTI because I want change! I am sick of 
seven out of 10 girls want to wear western. assisting advocate or by Law minister. tried and tested parties and I don’t care about 
This twist will make them more popular.”While Besides, a few changes were also done on the negative aspects about the PTI, I only 
Sana Safinaz, Khaadi and Karma have time the suggestion of AG and officials of PMO and care about the positives.”MK Nation’s IK 
and experience behind them, the youngest Coal Ministry," Sinha said.The Director, kurtas, priced at Rs4,000 each, were first 
label to influence design and retail trends in however, said, "It is difficult at this stage to seen on the runway at PFDC Sunsilk Fashion 
Pakistan is Sania Maskatiya. And presenting attribute each change to a particular person Week in Lahore end of April. Maheen Kardar 
another fabulous collection of digital prints with certainty."The CBI chief in his affidavit of MK Nation, says, “The response has been 
Ahgaaz taking inspiration from old also referred to certain changes made in the t r e m e n d o u s l y  o v e r w h e l m i n g .  O u r  
civilisations presented on a floral and final status report on the suggestion of the law productions have worked nonstop since 
serpentine moodboard Sania Maskatiya took minister, the AG, and the officials of PMO and fashion week ended and as we speak we are 
one into a fantastical garden of Eden. coal ministry. at 5,000 kurtas plus!”
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The Combination Of Romanesque Prints With High 
End Silhouettes  Lit The Ramp On Fire And Set A 
High Standard. Collection Had In-house Made 
Accessories And Shoes Making The Collection 
More Spectacular. Her Collection Was An Ode To 
The Eloquence Of Architecture And The Splendor 
Of Ornament Was Chic, Coherent, Classy And Sexy 
And An Instant Hit Amongst Women Who Look For 
Flaunting Their Inner Divas With Silks And 
Chiffons To Go With Their Gowns, Jumpsuits, 
Evening Dresses And Cocktail Skirts.

 SHEHLA CHATOOR

PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week held for four days of exciting 
fashion in Lahore,  presenting looks for Spring/Summer 
season of 2013. While there were many key elements on the 
runway, some trends stood out more than others. 
We are featuring Shehla Chatoor’ collection from PFDC 
Sunsilk Fashion Week
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Whether it's getting rid of wrinkles, dark Laser skin rejuvenation: Lasers are now Lip enhancement basically consists of 
circles or simply to get silky- smooth skin, available that can quickly remove the outer injections. Using small needle, the lip is 
we suggest some popular cosmetic layer of the skin. The laser causes filled with a soft spongy substance that 
procedures that you can opt for. tightening of the skin, which leads to lends a plumper and fuller look.

smoothening and clearing of brown spots Under Eye Dark Circles: If your dark 
and large pores. Lasers also can improve circles are due hyper pigmentation on a 
wrinkles, fine lines, forehead creasing and superficial level in the top most layers of the 
crow's feet. skin, then a mild chemical peel or creams 
Dermal Fillers: Dermal fillers are materials that contain lightening agents can help.
that are frequently used to correct scarring, Eye Lash Growth: If you are interested in 
wrinkles, and other depressions in the skin. getting longer, fuller, thicker and simply 
The new generation injectables include beautiful eyelashes opt for Latisse. The 
Restylane, Perlane, Juvederm ultra, 
Juvederm ultra plus and Juvederm XC. 
These fillers can be injected into lines and 
wrinkles, as well as depressions for acne 
scars. They are useful to enhance the 
contour and size of the lips. They are well 
tolerated and the results are immediate.
Chemical Peel: A chemical peel is a 
treatment in which an organic/fruit acid 
solution is used to remove the damaged 
outer layers of the skin. Typically Phototherapy: Phototherapy or light 
administered as a facial peel, a chemical therapy is a form of treatment for skin 
peel enhances and smoothes the texture of cond i t ions  us ing  a r t i f i c ia l  l i gh t .  
the skin. It is an effective treatment for Phototherapy is an excellent way to 
facial blemishes, wrinkles and uneven skin improve your look by softening wrinkles, 
pigmentation.pigment stains and other signs of ageing.
Body Contouring: The procedure Mesotherapy: Mesotherapy is the 
dramatically reduce cellulite and fat from first only FDA approved prescription painless injection of vitamins, minerals, 
individual parts of the body an actual 'spot treatment for inadequate or not enough medications, and amino acids placed in the 
fat reduction'. lashes, growing them longer, fuller, thicker dermis (just below the surface of the skin) 
Stretch Marks: Radiofrequency therapy and simply beautiful eyelashes.unl ike other medical  t reatments.  
for stretch marks is a non-invasive, safe, Radiant Oxy Glow: Oxygen therapy Mesotherapy has a variety of applications 
and less expensive option to improve skin's replenishes lost oxygen and the active including cellulite reduction, face and body 
appearance. RF treatments induce ingredients in the serum restructure the contouring, hair re-growth, face and neck 
collagen production to eliminate wrinkles skin, visibly plumping out the lines and rejuvenation and face lift.
and stretch marks. wrinkles. It is also an excellent choice for Botox: Botox is a natural, purified protein 
Lip Rejuvenation (volume And acne conditions due to the anti - bacterial that relaxes wrinkle-causing muscles 
Hydration): effect of the serum used.creating a rejuvenated appearance.

Rejuvenating
Cosmetic
Therapies

Rejuvenating
Cosmetic
Therapies
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 Chic Monochrome

Hottest Trends
Add More Chic To Your Style Statement With Sync This Week

Sync-TrendsSync-Trends

There is nothing stronger than a 

woman in white and black.You 

can dress sporty, edgy and 

CHIC while incorporating the 

monochrome trend. Play with 

the black and white trend by 

adding a pop of color to

 your pumps,clutch, or 

accessories to add

 that extra fire! 
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Sync-TrendsSync-Trends

Satchels
When it comes to acceptable handbags for men, the 

satchel definitely meets the recommendations in 

their classic style with contemporary and heritage 

designs. So if you’re looking to accessorize your 

casual or classy outfits with something that is 
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Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri

 Every day our life increases in speed and 
complexity. It feels as we are running down a 
hill so fast that we can barely keep our feet 
under us.Chances are, you’re at the apex of 
your life-- accomplished, capable and 
confident.believing you seek balance,but 
unwilling to make the transition from active-
doing to passive-being. Perhaps what you 
really want is to synchronize your life,itegrate 
the personal with the professional and find a 
pathway to growth.
Stack The Russian Nesting Dolls
As you age, the desire to synthesize the 
various aspects of your life into an essential 
self increases.The psychologists called this 
the "individuation process." That means you 
become authentically aware of who you are 
and what you genuinely seek.It is the wise 
amalgamation of  your experience, 
mindfulness and aspirations.It is helpful to 
think of this integral process as the stacking 
of Russian nesting dolls. You have a 
personal, social and transcendent self and 
each is contained above or below the 
next.Your personal self is you as an 
individual.Your social self is you as part of a 
group (like a parent, child, sibling, spouse, 
neighbor or co-worker).Your transcendent sitting in with a bluegrass band and prism.The magic of the prism is that it 
self is you as a boundless being -- your spirit, rediscovering your passion for the appears to create color from ubiquitous 
soul, psyche ,mind and essence.When violin.Perhaps it’s just doing more of what streams of white light that imperceptibly 
you're in sync, you’re cognizant of where makes you happy,fulfilled and enlivened.The dance about us at all times. All you need is a 
these versions of your self touch, align and trick is to pay attention to those genuine little glass with a few oblique angles and 
meld into one another.Think about the experiences where you are centered and do voila-instant rainbow. Colors are as much 
situations where you feel energized,fully more of what gives you energy and less of defined by their opposites as they are by their 
immersed in the moment and there’s what takes it. composition.Like colors,the opposing forces 
reciprocity in what you give and receive. Practice Prismatic Thinking in your life can be mixed to create vivid new 
Maybe it’s writing a family history that When you’re seeking sync,think about a hybrids of your self.
involves interviewing your aging parent.Or 

Be The Top
We love spinning tops.The whirl and swirl keep them both animate 
and balanced not by doing less, but rather, by doing more in sync.So 
skip the fantasy of a stationary life in repose.It doesn’t exist anyway 
Instead,seek out your truth,your meaning,in a dizzying twirl of 
liveliness.Celebrate the positive tension that creates energy and 
opportunities again and again and again until you are in sync with 
your self.

How To Get Your Life In SyncHow To Get Your Life In Sync
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Sync-Health

What's To Blame?
Could it be something you ate? Not enough sleep? Want to know 
what could be causing your headache? Our comprehensive list just 
might help you out.
Your Weight
In a recent study, researchers found that women with mild obesity (a 
body mass index of 30) had a 35% greater risk of headaches than 
those with a lower bmi. Severe obesity (bmi of 40) upped the chances 
to 80%.
Your Personality
Certain traits, including rigidity, reserve, and obsessivety may make 
you headache-prone. If that sounds like you, it could be time to sign 
up for relaxation training.
That Three-day Vacay
Weekend or "let-down" headaches can happen when you take a 
break from your routine. Ease into the change by keeping your sleep 
time as normal as possible—you’ll end up feeling more rested than if 
you stay in bed until noon.
Your Bathroom Paint Job
It’s not just arguing over paint colors that can give you a headache; 
fumes from traditional paints can trigger pain. Many companies now 
make nearly odorless, low-voc (volatile organic compound) formulas.
Dehydration
You don’t have to drink gallons of water to stay hydrated. Its more 
better to get more water from eating fruits and vegetables because 
then they’d get all the other good things that come with them.
Skipping Meals
We know you’re busy, but hunger is a common headache trigger.
Too Much Caffeine
A little can help headaches but too much can trigger them. If caffeine 
is causing your pain, gradually cut back until you have caffeine no 
more than two days a week.
Inactivity
A recent Swedish study showed that those who were inactive were 
more likely to get headaches than those who worked out. Aim for 20 to 
30 minutes of cardio a day, five days a week, to relieve stress, send 
blood to the brain, and get feel-good endorphins flowing. Exercise 
may be a trigger for some people, so consult your doc first.
Sleep Deprivation
One large study says those who slept an average of six hours a night 
tended to have significantly more severe and more frequent 
headaches than those who got more z’s.
Don’t Feed Your Headache
Everyone reacts differently, but some foods are known to trigger 
headaches for many people—and others (especially those rich in 
magnesium) seem to help prevent them.
Eat:Spinach, tofu, oat bran, barley, fish oil, olive oil, white beans, 
sunflower and pumpkin seeds.
Avoid:Red wine, beer, MSG, chocolate, aged cheese, sauerkraut, 
processed meats like pepperoni, ham, and salami.

Surprising Headache Triggers
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The main thing that you need to think about when it comes to parent 
coaching is that you are the one who decides what’s best for your 
child. While you can learn a lot about parenting from parent coaches, 
you need to realize that some of your own decisions can be wise 
ones as well. You should be the one parenting your own child, and 
you do not want someone else to come in and tell you how to raise 

some kind of situation that they cannot resolve on their own. Plenty of 
parents get caught in a pickle at some point during their son or 
daughter’s childhood where they are not quite sure about what 
course of action they should take.a parent coach will be able to guide 
you through certain situations and tell you what kinds of actions 
should be necessary in certain situations.you need to make sure that 
you do not blindly follow your parent coach because sometimes you 

your children.one good thing that usually comes out of parent will not agree with everything they have to say. You should definitely 
coaching is that parents learn how to communicate with their get some input from one of these coaches, but you do not need to 
children. Communication is the most important thing to think about in turn to them whenever you are in some trouble. Sometimes it’s a 
the parent to child relationship, so it’s important to learn about all of 
the different ways in which you can talk to your children. When you 
have a positive relationship with your child, he or she will be able to 
come to you with his or her problems as they get older.building a 
bond of trust with your child can only come through proper 
communication, so a good aspect of getting coached to be a better 
parent is that you will learn how to talk to your child in a more 
appropriate manner.yelling usually does not work when you want 
your child to do something, so make sure that you learn how to talk to 
your child and prevent them from making mistakes in the future.the 
worst thing you can do to your child is make them think that you are 
their enemy because then they won’t be able to come to you in times 
of need.

good idea to tryout some of your own parenting tactics and see how 
you do when you do not have someone else telling you how to raise 
your child.
The Most Important Thing that You Can Do
The most important thing that you can do for your child is to let them 
know that they can trust you and come to you with anything. This is 

When You Should Think About Using Parent Coaching something that parent coaching can help you with if you feel like you 
Most parents end up turning to parent coaching when they are in cannot communicate with your children in a straightforward manner.

The Main Lesson to Take Away from Parent Coaching
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How do these couples stay in love, in good your partner at the beginning? It is almost If you can, empathize with your significant 
times and in bad? Fortunately, the answer isn’t guarantee that it was exactly the thing that other, even though you don’t agree, this will 
through luck or chance.as a result of hard work drives you most insane today. Take a fresh take your partner off of the defensive, and 
and commitment, they figure out the look at these differences. Try to focus on their make it easier for them to hear your thoughts 
importance of the following relationship positive aspects and find an appreciation for and feelings. It’s hard to argue when you use 
“musts.”few couples know about all of the those exact things that make the two of you this format, and best of all, you may come up 
musts, the relationship “secrets.” different from one another. It’s likely that your with an understanding or a solution.
1. Develop A Realistic View Of Committed differences balance one another out and make 9. Honesty Is Essential.
Relationships. you a great team. You may share with your partner the things he 
Recognize that the crazy infatuation you 6. Don’t Expect Your Partner To Change; or she doesn’t want to hear. Better this than to 
experienced when your relation was new But At The Same Time Give Them More Of have him or her doubt your honesty. Mistrust is 
won’t last. A deeper, richer relationship, will What They Want. one of the key deal breakers in relationships. 
replace it. A long-term relationship has ups If both you and your better-half stop trying to And once trust is lost or broken, it can take a 
and downs, and expecting it will be all sunny change each other, you will eliminate the very long time to re-establish it in the 
and roses all the time is unrealistic. source of most of your arguments. At the same relationship. The happiest couples are the 
2. Work On The Relationship. time, each of you should focus on giving one ones where honesty is as natural and every 
An untended garden develops weeds that can another more of what you know the other day as breathing.
ultimately kill even the heartiest plants. And so person wants, even if it doesn’t come naturally. 10. Respect your partner, and don’t take 
it is with relationships. It is important to For instance, instead of complaining how your him or her for granted.
address problems and misunderstandings partner never cleans out the dishwasher, try Treating your better-half with respect is likely 
immediately. Some people believe good just doing it yourself once in awhile without to get you the same in return. And regularly 
relationships just happen naturally. The truth is complaint. Your partner will likely notice your reminding them how much they mean to you 
that a good relationship, like anything you effort and make more of an effort themselves will enrich your relationship in indescribable 
want to succeed in life, must be worked on and around the house. If you do both of these ways. Don’t be afraid to express your feelings 
tended to on a regular basis. Neglect the things at once you’ve got a winning plan! of appreciation with your partner — he or she 
relationship, and it will often go downhill. 7. Accept That Some Problems Can’t Be will be thankful that you did.
3. Spend Time Together. Solved. Making these secrets an integral part of your 
There is no substitute for shared quality time. There may be issues upon which you cannot relationship won’t be easy. In fact, your efforts 
When you make a point of being together, agree. Rather than expending wasted energy, may initially seem like planted seeds that 
without kids, pets and other interruptions, you agree to disagree, and attempt to compromise never come up. If you maintain your efforts, 
will form a bond that will get you through life’s or to work around the issue. Two people however, you will likely reap what you sow.
rough spots. Time spent together should be cannot spend years together without having 
doing a shared activity, not just watching legitimate areas of disagreement. The test of a 
television. happy relationship is how they choose to work 
4. Make Room For “separateness.” through such issues — through compromise, 
Perhaps going against conventional wisdom, change, or finding it’s just not that important to 
spending time apart is also an important stew over.
component of a happy relationship. It is 8. Communicate!
healthy to have some separate interests and Lack of communication is the number one 
activities and to come back to the relationship reason even good relationships fail. And here 
refreshed and ready to share your is a useful format for doing so, especially when 
experiences. Missing your partner helps dealing with incendiary topics: listen to your 
remind you how important he or she is to you. partner’s position, without interrupting him or 
5.make the most of your differences. her. Just listen. When he or she is finished, 
Stop and think: What most attracted you to summarize what you heard from your spouse. 

Happy Couples And Their SecretsHappy Couples And Their Secrets

They might be 30,or 75.They come in all
colors,shapes,sizes and  income brackets.

It doesn’t matter how long they’ve been together.
Whatever the demographics,

When you see a happy couple, you just know it!
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A name, a recognition, an achievement, an honor,  a legendary cricketer and

a revolutionary leader who instilled new soul in the youth of the nation.

A fanatical icon, whatever he touches turns to gold.

Before starting his political career, Imran Khan was famous because of two reasons. 

Cricket and Shaukat Khanam Cancer Hospital. The place  where he stands today

 has been achieved after intense struggle and hard work and one can only

applaud the great man.
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The upcoming general elections have not determined to be the basis of his Muslim Faith struggled for and envisioned for the last 17 
only raised a new wave of passion and and the "Imaan" that he had in his God, in years of his political struggle. 
patriotism in the Pakistani nation but have Allah- that keeps him going despite 
after decades  stirred the nation towards opposition or mockery and always leads him With no guards or political protocol around the 
responsible elections and participation in the to victory in the face of the worst adversity. house, a simply decorated paradise as he 
culture of change and determination of their "Everyone would laugh at me when I wanted calls it with a bunch of guard dogs, and 
own leader- democracy has finally started to hospitality enough to have served the drinks 
unveil itself in Pakistan; and this drastic himself- Mr. Imran Khan certainly gained a 
transition is being said to have been instilled high level of personal respect from myself 
due to the passionate, rebellious, idealist and during this short but extremely insightful 
humanitarian leadership of Chairman interaction- a true leader, a noble human 
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf; Mr. Imran Khan. being and a passionate patriot for the 

nation!
It was a pleasure to discuss and share the 
National hero's passion upfront as we talked 
about his childhood, his belief system, his 
"imaan" and faith in Allah, the transition in his 
life primarily due to the death of his mother 
and his journey towards politics from what is 
rather a comfortable and always successful 
lifestyle!

to first become the first bowler, they again 
laughed at me when I wanted to build the

With passionate words and a sincere voice, 
largest cancer hospital in Pakistan, once

Khan explained how back in his child hood 
again when I joined politics I was mocked at;

and youth days- Pakistan was a country 
but I never let my faith in Allah get low, I always

where Pakistani's were proud to be, it was a 
believed that I will ask him for success and

country that resonated success, growth, 
work towards my goals- and it is HIM who will

fame- where people from all around the world 
give me the success on my way"...with a smile

would love to come and Pakistani's would live 
he said "which he did and all those who had

in pride- with immense remorse he stated how 
mocked me earlier would praise me now". 

the political status quo has brought the 
country to this date- where we are forced to 

Despite having done 6 political campaigns in
beg for survival, where poverty and corruption 

a row that same day, the energy of patriotism
have become a norm and where the political 

reflected all over his gleaming face and
elite remain numb to the national degradation. 

shining eyes that would lit up at the thought of
It was interesting to see Khan's faith in not 

a NAYA pakistan- at the thought of "Change"-
only HIS country but himself- which he 

at the thought of a Pakistan that Khan has

Huma Akram in conversation with Imran khan!

“I believe in passion, imaan and fear of only Allah- I am confident 
that this junooni revolution will create a Naya Pakistan for all of us". 

The photographer Huma 
Akram is a freelance 
photographer wi th a 
pa r t i cu la r  f ocus  f o r  
capturing not only pictures 
but emotions, feelings and 
sentiments. Akram has 
worked on numerous 
projects with UNDP and 
other local Microfinance 
institutions in Pakistan- capturing the essence 
and impact of the million dollar projects with a 
few snaps that speak louder than words. Her 
studio is based out of Islamabad, but her passion 
takes her around the world capturing not only the 
natural essence of beauty but the experience 
that lies in the lives of the billions around the 
world within the cultures they dwell in...

Photography & Interview By Huma 

Imran Khan Niazi , born on  Nov 25, 

1952 in Lahore, into a family of Pashtun 

origin, only son of Ikramullah Khan 

Niazi, a civil engineer and government 

contractor and his wife Shaukat 

Khanum. A quiet and shy boy in his 

youth; is today's most influential icon of 

Pakistan.
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In 1996, Khan Shaukat Khanum Memorial Hospital itself. 
f o u n d e d  a  Thousands of people gathered outside the 
political party, hospital to show their support and love for the 
P a k i s t a n  great Khan. Though great in numbers this 
Tehreek-e-Insaf crowed was highly organized with PTI 
(PT I ) ,  wh ich  workers organizing and keeping the calm in 
emphasized on the given situation. There were dads, moms, 
anti-corruption sisters, brothers, uncles, rickshaw drivers to 
policies.Passing the elites; you name it. There were moms 
t h r o u g h  t h e  waiting in cars on the road sides whose kids 
various political have gone in to join in the crowed at the SKMT 
s tages  Khan gates.  People had to park their cars a 

passed the "Naya Pakistan Resolution" (New kilometer away just to reach the gates where 
Pakistan) at the start of his election campaign people had gathered to give blood. A charged 
while addressing a large rally at Iqbal Park on nation was all outside the gates of SKMT 
23 March 2013. Imran gave message to the chanting “Long Live Imran Khan’ and then it 
nation by saying “This is your country! No one happened, about 20 young political workers 
will come outside to mend it, to run it. on 10 motor cycles, holding PMLN flags and 
Whatever you have been deprived of in all wearing bandanas, appeared through the PTI 
these years, it’s time to get it back." crowed and went straight towards the main 

gates of SKMT. No one stopped them nor they 
When Imran Khan entered the Pakistani seem to have feared for a moment, parked 
Political scene back in the mid 90’s hardly their motor bikes and joined the crowed in 
anyone believed that he could make any chanting slogans for Imran Khan, holding 
impact to the political landscape of the their PMLN flags. This moment was the true 
country. A country ruled by politicians from representation of what Imran Khan means to 
mostly feudal or business back ground, hardly this entire nation. He is a symbol of hope and 
found any representation of what we call “the change and unity which the nation of Pakistan 
common man”.  The era of post General Zia ul is waiting for decades.
Haq saw much more political activism 
compared to choices the public of Pakistan We are all praying for a sixer for our captain to 
had earlier. With this a new phenomenon of complete the century..........     
democracy was born, where people could see 
their representation in a Parliament house. 
Initially these were baby steps for democracy 
but still some progress until the Presidential 
Order started to play its card, when twice 
People’s Party and Nawaz Sharif government 
became a victim or one reason or the other. 
Both the PPP and PMLN had their chances as 
well as opportunities but both failed to cash in. 
And once again the people of Pakistan and 
especially the youth were left to wondering. 
The phenomena or rather an ideology known 
as Pakistan Tehreek k Insaf (PTI) is changing 
the course of history of politics in Pakistan. 
They seem to have correctly tapped into the 
resource which was yet to be discovered by 
other political opponents.  The youth, who 
have got an unconditional love for the 
ideology of Imran Khan showed their true sprit 
when the PTI Chief fell off the forklift and 
sustained some serious injuries. The entire 
nation was at a standstill, glued to their TV 
screens, calling friends, contacts within the 
PTI just to know the status of their beloved 
hero. 

There were some emotional scenes at 

I dreamt about playing for Pakistan at the age 
of nine and I played for the national team at 
18. I dreamt of becoming world’s best all-
rounder; in nine years' time I became one. I 
dreamt of making Pakistan the best cricket 
team and winning a world cup; it took 10 
years and we won in 1992. 
I dreamt of establishing a great cancer 
hospital, it took five years and Shaukat 
Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital was 
created. I dreamt of a university like Oxford; 
I set up Namal University. Though, it is just 
the beginning for the institution. When I 
joined politics, I dreamt of Pakistani people 
rallying with me for a better Pakistan and on 
30 October 2011 the ‘tsunami’ took over 
Pakistan. Four months back, I dreamt of 
Pakistanis celebrating in the streets and I 
realized PTI had swept the general 
elections.”

—Imran Khan on 31 March 2013,

Sync-Rendezvous

Khan is not one man... Khan is Pakistan

Today the whole nation is with him......

By: Jawad Gillani
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The artistic scenario in Pakistan witnessed a paintings, calligraphy and figurative work. Pakistan and abroad is allowing us to portray 
huge boost as Momart Art Gallery made a Speaking at the re-launch, Dr. Ishrat Husain, a better soft image of Pakistan globally. I wish 
much awaited return, displaying the works of Dean and Director of IBA said, “It is great to Momart all the success in their future 
67 well known as well as young emerging see Momart Art Gallery make its return in the endeavors in promoting our talented and 
artists. emerging artists both locally as well 
Momart Art Gallery, one of Pakistan’s iconic internationally.”
art galleries that was first established in 1994 Speaking at the re-launch, Ms. Shammi 
by Shammi Ahmed, has made a grand Ahmed, Director, Momart Art Gallery said, “It 
comeback in the art circle with its re-launch gives us immense pleasure to announce the 
and art exhibition at its new location in 74-D, re-launch of Momart Art Gallery at a new 
Block 2, Clifton. The colorful event was location. The humble journey which started 
graced by the guest of honor, Dr. Ishrat 20 years ago with art connoisseurs has given 
Husain, former Governor SBP and current Momart a reputation and standing amongst 
Dean and Director of IBA; other respected leading art galleries, not only locally but 
guests on the occasion were Ms. Marjorie internationally as well. This re-launch would 
Husain, Senior Art Critic & author and Mr. not have been possible without our talented 
Mohsin Jaffri, Senior Art Critic, Author & artists, valued patrons and critics equally. 
Journalist. Their relentless support and trust has 
Now opening with multimedia contemporary enabled us to showcase innumerable 
artworks including ceramics and sculpture as exhibitions and offer a distinct platform for 
well as wall based art, the gallery is currently appreciation of art in a culturally rich society.”
exhibiting the work of 67 selected artists from Sixty seven artists participated in the re-
across the country. Participating in the show launch exhibition of Momart Gallery 

emerging arts industry of Pakistan. Their were legendary artists of Pakistan like Anjum emphasizing the huge pool of art talent 
drive to promote Pakistan’s legendary artists Ayaz, Jamil Naqsh, Najmi Sura and Cassim available in the country and presented their 
as well as emerging artists is an appreciable Mapara to name a few. Encouraging young ideas through fascinating use of the colors, 
feat. Pakistan is a culturally rich country and emerging artists as well as established artists ceramics and other media of art. The Momart 
the on-going number of organized art to showcase their work, the show is themed re-launch exhibition will continue till August 
exhibitions taking place in major cities of around watercolors and drawings, landscape from 11am to 7 pm.

Momart Art Gallery Makes A Grand Come Back!Momart Art Gallery Makes A Grand Come Back!Momart Art Gallery Makes A Grand Come Back!Momart Art Gallery Makes A Grand Come Back!

About Momart Art Gallery:
Gallery Momart initially was opened in 
1994 by Shammi Ahmed under the auspice 
of Jamil Naqsh. An adjacent gallery was 
opened where a permanent collection of 
Jamil Naqsh’s work was exhibited; it was 
considered the first step in accomplishing 
a permanent Museum of the artist’s work. 
In 2013, the time came to change the venue 
of the gallery and the architect Cezanne 
Naqsh designed a spacious, light filled 
new gallery, built to gallery requirements 
in 74-D, Block 2, Clifton.
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Jealousy, selfishness and insincerity are the three loathsome things that we 
do not expect from our loved-ones, especially from our siblings and family. 
But ‘’Mere Harjai’’ is a sad story of a family which is destroyed because of 
them. The deep love and affection of a family turns into hatred when 
personal interests become the preferences. In it, one sister blames the 
other for several mistakes because of her own advantage. The pain and 
trauma, she feels is worth watching in the play.Mere harjai is an amazing 
depiction of domestic politics and it has successfully portrayed the feelings 
and emotions of a girl, whose own sibling betrays her and becomes the 
reason of her dejection and distress.

A fading singing sensation finds new purpose in life when he falls in love with a 
talented singing aspirant. But the blitzkrieg of stardom makes, breaks and shakes 
their love story. He sings. She sings. He, for his stardom. She, for her supper. And 
the twain meet. In a restrobar, where she croons and he swoons. And Aashiqui is 
born. Again! Retelling the celebrity story that stardom ain't an easy ride. It 
sometimes vrooms and then goes sputter, the fuel of celebdom often running out. 
Like Rahul Jaykar (Aditya) discovers; once basking in a 'rockstar' like status, but 
soon losing it to alcohol, addiction and self-deprecation. But when he meets budding 
singer Aarohi (Shraddha), his heart finds a new beat and his crumbling life finds a 
cause. He trains her to become the Nightingale of India; she shines while he stays 
her shadow; sometimes sober, mostly stoned. The real lyric of this story is their 
romance, pulsating with passion and intensity - on high notes and 'higher spirits'.
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Mere Harjai

Aashiqui 2

Timing: Friday, 08:00 pm
Channel: Arydigital

Cast: Aditya Roy Kapur, Shraddha Kapoor
Direction: Mohit Suri

in the movie are Vinay Virmani who was Salman Khan Now Helping Katrina 
last seen in ‘Speedy Singhs (2011)’. and 

Kaif’s Sister! Adrianne Pallicki from “GI Joe: Retaliation’. 
Do you watch ‘The Big Bang Theory’ ? Raj? 

Salman Khan, the man behindKatrina’s Does the name ring any bell ? Apparently, 
success in Bollywood is not in the mood to along with Katrina’s sister, Kunaal Nayyar 
slow down. Reportedly, he has decided to from The Big Bang Theory, is also said to 
help his ex-girlfriend’s sister Isabelle with be making his debut in the indian film 
her debut movie.According to reports, the industry.“Isabelle went through the audition 
Dabanggactor is leaving no stone unturned process like all the other actors. She was 
to help Isabelle out for her debut movie. cast based on her performance and only 
The actor is co-producing the Canadian because she was a perfect fit for the role,” a 
movie, ‘Dr. Cabbie’ , which is said to be spokesperson of Eros said about Isabelle’s 
Isabelle’s debut movie.The movie is said to casting.The film is being directed by the 
be distributed in India under Eros famous Canadian director Jean-Fracois 
International, is estimated to be a Pouliot, and is currently being shot in 
whooping $25 million project!Other actors Canada.
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Priyanka Chopra and Shahid Kapoor were Ranbir to her place for an incognito dinner, Gwyneth Paltrow Named People's 'most 
present at Mehboob Studios to shoot for a she ordered everything that Ranbir likes so 

Beautiful Woman' special song for the upcoming film, ‘Bombay that she can avoid the risk of him not willing to 
LOS ANGELES: People magazine on Talkies’. But according our  source they didn’t  eat a particular dish at that point of time. Oh! 
Wednesday named Oscar-winning actress How sweet was that?! Ranbir had then spent 
Gwyneth Paltrow the World's Most Beautiful his whole night at Kat’s place.Ranbir Kapoor 
Woman of the year -- a title previously held by who is always known for his womanizing 
Beyonce, Julia Roberts and Jennifer Lopez. capabilities which was also told by his ex 
The 40-year-old actress is married to Deepika seem to have swept yet another 
Coldplay frontman Chris Martin, and is a hottie of her feet. Nothing has been revealed 
mother of two -- Apple, eight, and Moses, by them so far but their relationship is 
seven.She is now promoting Hollywood gradually becoming an open secret. Lets see 
superhero blockbuster "Iron Man 3," which is which way these love birds fly.
due out in the US next month.The blonde, 
blue-eyed Paltrow, who took home a best 

Hrithik Will Not Romance...actress Academy Award for her role in 
Hrithik Roshan and papa Rakesh Roshan had bother to even acknowledge each other’s 
roped in Farah Khan for a romantic number in presence, let alone speak to one another.  

Priyanka and Shahid were simultaneously 
present for the same song which features 
several actors. Everyone has been shooting it 
separately and so were Shahid and Priyanka. 
Though both the actors were present for the 
same set for the same schedule, they did not 
talk.

Katrina Kaif Invites Ranbir Kapoor For A 
"Shakespeare in Love," has in recent years Secret Dinner
taken on fewer acting projects in favor of 

their upcoming venture, Krrish 3. However, the spending more time with her children.She 
new report suggest something else. According also has published cookbooks, has been the 
to the sources the song has been scrapped by face of Estee Lauder's Pleasures perfume, 
Rakesh Roshan saying its unnecessary as the and has a partnership with celebrity trainer 
triquel already has two romantic numbers and Tracy Anderson."I feel very lucky that I'm no 
the third one choreographed by Farah Khan longer in my 20s," Paltrow told People."Being 
was not required for the film. It was Farah Khan a mother and getting to experience my life 
who even won the National Award for Idhar from a place of gratitude make me embrace 
Chala from Koi Mil Gaya and it surprises us the process of getting older and that every day 
how she has been dropped out of the project.is an incredible gift."Paltrow has also starred 

in “Se7en," "The Talented Mr Ripley," "The 
Ranbir Kapoor and Royal Tenenbaums," and "Contagion." She 
Kat r ina  Ka i f ,  new also had a guest spot on the popular musical 
rumored Bollywood television show "Glee."
couple are sort of 
m a k i n g  t h e i r  

Priyanka Gives Cold Shoulder To Shahid re la t ionsh ip  pre t ty  
Is Priyanka Chopra ignoring Shahid obvious by some of the 
Kapoor ? actions. Apparently 
Ever since, the glamorous duo,Priyanka Ranbir who is very busy 
Chopra and Shahid Kapoorstarred in the w i t h  h i s  shoo t i ng  
movie, ‘Kaminey (2009)’ there have been schedules has found 
rumours in the industry about the alleged love some time to catch up 
affair between them. Even after fending off with his Rajneeti and 
these speculations and labelling it as “just APGK co-star at her 
friends”, the duo had been spotted at certain p l a c e . O b s c u r e  
restaurants dining together.The two actors romance begun when 
have apparently given each other the cold Katrina Kaif has invited 
shoulder at a recent shooting. Last week, 
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May 10, 2013
Saif Ali Khan, Kunal Khemu, Vir Das,  
Puja Gupta

Gippi
May 10, 2013
Riya Vij, Taaha Shah

Aurangzeb
May 17, 2013
Arjun Kapoor, Sasha Aagha
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England Name 15-Man Champions 
Trophy Squad
ALASTAIR COOK will have Essex pal 
Ravi Bopara alongside him as he looks to 
guide England to their first ever 50-over 
international trophy this summer.Bopara, 
27, was the only surprise inclusion in 
Cook's squad for the ICC Champions 
Trophy — the mini World Cup being held 
here this summer.Graeme Swann and 
Tim Bresnan were both named in the 
squad, having returned to fitness after 
both undergoing surgery on elbow problems.But Kevin Pietersen's 
absence will be felt, with the star batsman's knee injury seeing him 
ruled out of the tournament last week.That blow has opened the door 
for Bopara, the only player selected to have missed out the senior 
tours to India and New Zealand during the winter.England start their 
ICC Champions Trophy campaign against Australia on June 8 at 
Edgbaston.

PCB Overlooked Problem Of Fixing, 
Says Akhtar
MUSCAT:Former Pakistan fast bowler 
Shoaib Akhtar, who retired from 
international cricket two years ago, 
believes that the Pakistan Cricket Board 
(PCB) is largely responsible for the 
persisting problem of spot-fixing that is 
plaguing cricket in his country.Speaking 
exclusively to Muscat Daily on the side-
lines of a blood donation drive organised 
by Super Group of Companies 
inMuscatover the weekend, Akhtar said: “The main problem 
withPakistancricket is with the people who run the game there. The 
problem of spot-fixing was overlooked because we had a huge 
roster of multi-talented cricketers. The board was getting high on 
this free supply of talent."I do believe that people who are 
competent should have come forward. 

Atlas Regains Asian Squash Crown For Pakistan
ISLAMABAD: Aamir Atlas on Sunday signalled the return of the 
golden days of Pakistan squash with an impressive straight sets win 
over Kuwait’s Abdullah Al-Mezayne in the 17th Asian Individual 
Squash Championship at the Mushaf Ali Mir Complex here Sunday.
With his straight forward victory in the final, Pakistan ended their 15-
year drought in the Asian individual event.Putting aside a recent 
injury scare, Aamir ran away with the crown with an impressive 11-9, 
11-3, 11-8 win.Both players started the title decider on equal terms. 
Ranked among the world top forty players, the Kuwaiti was nowhere 
in the second game where Aamir virtually dominated.Unlike the first 
game where both players tried to judge each other’s strength, the 
second one proved totally one-sided which Aamir won 11-3. In the 
third game Aamir raced to 6-3 lead within no time.As the Kuwaiti 
player was not interested in making a match out of it, he started giving 
away easy winners to Aamir. A couple of unforced errors by Aamir, 
however, brought Abdullah back in the game as he caught up with 
Aamir at 8-8. However, Aamir remained cool to win the title.After a won the Asian crown.After training under Faheem and recovering 
lapse of 15 years, Aamir finally bagged the Asian individual title. In from injury I joined the national camp,” Aamir said.
1998, Quetta-based Zarak Jahan Khan was the last Pakistani, who 

Jose’s The Best Man, Rom
CHELSEA’S former chief executive 
Peter Kenyon has urged Roman 
Abramovich to bring Jose Mourinho 
back to Stamford Bridge.Kenyon 
brokered the deal to bring Mourinho to 
the Blues from Porto in 2004.And he 
believes the Special One is the stand-
out candidate to take over from interim 
boss Rafa Benitez this summer.Kenyon 
said: “If I was at another club and looking 
for someone who would give me the 
maximum chance of winning, it’s Jose Mourinho.“You’ve got one of 
the best clubs, one of the best owners and one of the best coaches 
— it’s a hard combination to resist.“I’d need some other very strong 
candidates to look elsewhere and you’d have to say he’s very much 
on the shortlist.“Pep Guardiola would have been up there, but he’s 
not available. Malaga’s Manuel Pellegrini.

Kaneria Ban Upheld
DANISH KANERIA has failed in his 
appeal to get his lifetime ban from cricket 
overturned.The Pakistan bowler was 
given the ban last June for his role in a 
spot-fixing plot.Kaneria, 32, was found 
guilty of “cajoling and pressurising” 
former Essex team-mate Mervyn 
Westfield into accepting cash in return for 
trying to concede a set number of runs in 
an over during a Pro40 match in 2009.The 
Pakistan Cricket Board said in July that he 
would be suspended from playing in his home country until the 
outcome of the appeal was known.Kaneria denied all involvement 
and immediately indicated his intention to contest the decision.But 
the ECB today threw out the leg-spinner’s appeal although he could 
now take the issue to the High Court.The seamer was summoned to 
appear as a witness, against his wishes, at Kaneria’s appeal after the 
ECB obtained a witness summons order from the High Court.
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Gemini on Thursday. Aries    
Mar 21-April 19
A colleague will play power games when the Scorpio   
Moon in Aries squares Pluto on Monday. October 23 - November 21
Maintain the upper hand by keeping your Count your blessings on Monday. Banish any 
cool. A financial endeavor will show a profit on pessimistic thoughts from your mind. A 
Tuesday. colleague might ask you to be his or her 

business partner on Thursday.

Gemini   
May 21 - June 20 Sagittarius  
A new acquaintance could bounce into your November 22 - December 21
life on Monday. This person will encourage You'll be eager to take a risk on Monday. Don't 
you to pursue your dreams. The boss may pile walk on the high wire without a safety net! A 
projects on your desk on Wednesday. financial endeavor will need your attention on 

Tuesday. Consider asking the advice of an 
economic expert. Cancer  

June21 - July 22
Put on a happy face on Monday. Don't let Capricorn   
another person's bad mood get you down. December 22 - January 19
Your emotions may hit a fever pitch on Call on your compassionate side on Monday. 
Thursday. Postpone making a major decision A loved one will need a shoulder to lean on. 
until you feel calmer. Inspiration will be on tap when the Solar 

Eclipse occurs in your zone of creativity on 
Thursday.Leo 

July 23 - August 22
Shun the social scene on Monday. Spending Aquarius 
time alone will restore your sense of well- January 20 - February 18
being. Wanderlust may hit you on Tuesday. You'll be easily distracted when the Moon 
Pack a bag and explore an exotic destination. conjuncts your ruler Uranus on Monday. Don't 

talk on the phone while you're driving. 
"Perception" will be your middle name on Virgo 
Tuesday.August 23 - September 22 

Your mental power will activate when your 
ruler Mercury conjuncts Mars on Tuesday. Pisces   
Solving a complex problem will be a breeze! A February 19 - March 20
lover will be in a very amorous mood on You'll be envious of a friend's success on 
Wednesday. Monday. Don't compare yourself to others. 

You have special qualities all your own. You'll 
be determined on Wednesday. No obstacle Libra 
will be allowed to stand in your way. Your September 23 - October 22
agenda could change without warning when A financial deal might need to be renegotiated 
the Moon squares Neptune in Pisces on on Monday. Bring a calculator to the 
Saturday.bargaining table. An energy shift will come 

your way when your ruler Venus enters 

Taurus  
April 25-May20

Unfinished business may come your 
way on Monday. A former lover might 
want to rehash past issues. Your 
brain will overflow with new ideas on 
Tuesday. Write down your thoughts 
for future reference. You'll have a 
date with destiny when the Solar 
Eclipse takes place in Taurus on 
Thursday. Get ready to discover 
your true purpose in life. Enjoy 
yourself on Friday. Cast aside your 
worries and have a good time. A 
friend will do you a big favor on 
Sunday.

BIRTHDAY
THIS WEEK

Beenish Chohan 
 Pakistani Drama Actresses

10 May, 1986
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